A current dipole of arbitrary orientation is Imbedded in a uniform conductor bounded by infinite parallel insulating planes.
where 8 la the angle between the pceltlve direction of th3 current moment, M, (sink to source), and the vector dr iwn frora dipole to field point. The expression (7) for the potential is appropriate for the MKS units which *e shall use. We assume that thore is a nonconducting medium in contact with both faces of the xab.
On account of symmetry »<e see that
and because there can be no current normal tc the boundaries rr ~ ° when Z so *_ .
Let us regard the current density at any point a3 the vec;oi' sum of the dlpole current density which would exist in unbounded space and the increment to current density due to the presence of boundaries. The latter is finite whi?e the former increases without limit as we approach the dlpole. It follows that,over a small spherical surface surrounding the dipole,the potential approaches that of a dlpole of the same moment in unbounded space as the. 
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Inspection of (lo) shows that
V(x,y,2') -V(x,y,-z') {19} 
i.e., the function is periodic In z*with period a.
which follows fro.r. (19) and (20), and shows fiat the potential Is also symmetrical viith respect to any plane z* = £r.a.
The relation between z' and z is either
depending on whether we are considering the upper or lower of the two uniform arrays. Thus If (16) Is written
we find the potential due to the dlpole in the slab to be
In particular,
Thus we have a formal solution of the problen . However, the right hand side of (16) 13 an infinite series of positive terms; and we raust find out how to calculate V In such a way that the relative error is known to be within satisfactory bounds. 
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whereas If the aocve condition or the second derivative is sat. shows that the relative errcr in using Us £_ u * +J u(v^ ** + --U (**G)
instead of the sun; is less than the right hand side of u.
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The generality and usefulness of (39) and (41) Reasoning as we did before to establish43^), and now allowing u to represent the general term without restriction sS the sign and value of n, we have
Subtracting f ucn) JM _ jr c/ H = a" e ; e -9 -9, ; • ' °k '
The relative error", in using the integral for the sum :1s therefore In (59) and (60) and that due to the other array, the moments of whose elements are
In the negative z direction, is In Pig. 3 we show a similar measure of the relative error in using formula B which is plotted agaln3t p for various values of q.
The ordinate is 100(V -V\ )/V,,. In this case the error limit of .7 i.O
